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The paper presents the blockchain scheme which allows to build image copyright registry. First of
all, the aim of the proposed blockchain is to be an authoritative ledger of image copyrights which
contents are protected under some distribution constraints and, secondly, to provide such copyrights
over the network in which they are used. Due to the use of robust image feature vector the scheme
has an ability to detect images with the same content and reject attempts to add duplicates even if
JPEG compression has been applied. In order to achieve fast copyright retrieving by given image
content the locality-sensitive hashing scheme is used. Thanks to the decentralized structure of a
blockchain there is no single point of failure. On the other hand, newly added blocks with image
copyrights are secured because of irreversible nature of the blockchain. Two-step publishing
algorithm of new image copyright is used in order to prevent copyright steal. Experimental results
show that the introduced image feature vector has robustness to the content-preserving operations
while being sensitive to small content changes. All these properties qualify the proposed scheme as
recommendable to use instead of services with single trusted authority.
Keywords: Blockchain; Smart Contract; Image Features; Locality-Sensitive Hashing; JPEG; Image
Copyright.

1. Introduction
Nowadays it is fairly common to confirm the owner of content copyrights through a
trusted authoritative third-party. In the image processing field, photo, clip-art and digital
content marketplaces are widely used by photographers, designers and artists. Such
services contain copyrighted images submitted by a lot of image owners and are
distributed under certain licenses. Authoritative service tracks any owners' copyright
violation attempts of and forbids the submitting of the image which was already
submitted by someone else. Being quite successful in the current state of affairs the single
administrator model has still significant disadvantages. The content owner must trust the
administrator of such service. In other words, administrator is a trusted third-party. First
of all, this implies a significant risk of image appropriation for the image authors from
dishonest services. Secondly, in the trust-centric approach it is more likely to have a
single point of failure which makes all copyrights ledger infrastructure vulnerable.
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Fig. 1. The schemes of trusted third-party model (a) and decentralized model of blockchain (b).

Another approach of proving that a person has rights on some digital asset is to use a
blockchain. The term blockchain was established in 2008 by a person or an unknown
group known as Satoshi Nakamoto [1]. The first implemented public blockchain was
built as a core of decentralized digital currency system known as Bitcoin. The
information about users' assets and transactions between them is recorded in blockchain
by so-called miners. A blockchain system consists of data records known as blocks.
These blocks contain all necessary ledger information. Each new block has a link to the
previous one and is added to the end of blockchain by the miners. Miners are the honest
members of the blockchain network. All network nodes are performing hard calculations
in order to earn rewards for the newly calculated blocks. The safety of this system is
provided by the so-called proof-of-work principle [2]. The aim of the algorithm is to
achieve the blockchain consensus between members and requires miners to find a
solution of a difficult problem which complexity is adjusted dynamically making the
block generation frequency almost constant. However, the proof-of-work principle is
going to consume more and more electrical energy. Recently it was calculated that miners
of Bitcoin network in total will consume the same amount of electricity as Denmark in
2020. This fact makes the proof-of-work principle ecologically not acceptable in the near
future. This consideration leads researchers to new algorithm known as proof-of-stake
[3]. The new algorithm allows to achieve distributed consensus as well but has significant
advantages comparing to the proof-of-work method. In this scheme the creator of the next
block is chosen randomly or by means of various combinations such as e.g. age of the
network member. The new algorithm hasn't worked in the large practical blockchain yet.
However, one of the world leading blockchain system called Ethereum is planned to be
switched over to proof-of-stake in its next hard fork procedure.
An important question is how much the image should differ from the copyrighted one
in order to be recognized as the image the copyright is not distributed on. The main
criteria of such classification have to determine if both images have the same content. An
image content actually means the set of objects, contours, gradients and scene depicted
on the given image. The most difficult task is to distinguish if there were contentpreserving modifications like JPEG compression, resizing, slight color and brightness
corrections or this is an image with a different content.
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In order to find compact image content description a large amount of techniques have
been proposed in the literature [4], [5], [6]. Unfortunately, a lot of image content
description algorithms tend to be computationally expensive i.e. complexity is rarely
going below O(n2). This fact makes a real-time searching of images with the same
content in the large databases difficult. Nevertheless, there are probabilistic algorithms
which allow a user to retrieve the similar images by a given query in constant time. These
algorithms are known as locality-sensitive hashing (LSH) techniques [7]. For example,
Google's VisualRank algorithm uses color histograms and shape analysis with
conjunction of local image descriptors in order to calculate the image features [8]. And
then LSH method is used for efficient representation and retrieval of image results which
are relevant to the query. As we show below, the retrieving of the similar images is not
the only benefit of LSH application in the image processing field. In the proposed scheme
we use LSH for fast copyright retrieving from blockchain by the given image content.
In this paper we present a novel algorithm of a public image copyrights ledger based
on blockchain by using robust image features and LSH. The contents of paper are
organized as follows. Section 2 of the paper presents the main structure of the considered
blockchain. The main properties of central finite differences and proposed image feature
vector algorithm are covered in Section 3. The usage of LSH technique for retrieving the
queried copyright information is described in Section 4. The evaluation of ability to
retrieve the image copyright information from blockchain is presented in Section 5 and is
followed by Section 6 which contains the conclusions.
2. Proposed blockchain structure
The principle mechanism of any blockchain network is an algorithm of communication
between distributed nodes which allows them to reach a consensus on the data stored in
the network. Such algorithms are to solve the truth conflicts over all the honest network
nodes. Well-known CAP theorem states that for any distributed data store it is impossible
to provide consistency, availability and partition tolerance [9] simultaneously. This has
an impact on the blockchain network which has a partitioned data for the latest
transactions between its nodes. A consistency of data is achieved only after the network
nodes reach a consensus.
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Fig. 2. The blocks structure of the proposed scheme.

The proposed blockchain consists of a consecutive data blocks and is depicted on
Figure 2. Each block except for the first one has a link to the previous block. The block is
divided into a Header and several Items sections. Header section contains hash of the
previous block, root hash of items and the nonce parameter. The latter is used in
previously mentioned proof-of-work algorithm and is calculated by the miners in order to
meet specific requirements. The Items section could contain one or more items of the
following types:
•
Authority Item - an initial data structure of any chain of image owning. This item
contains public key hash of an image owner and the blind signature of the image
content signed by owner's private key.
•
Image Index Item - a data which can appear in the blockchain only after block with
corresponding Authority Item is successfully added to the blockchain. The item
contains hash of its Authority Item, locality-sensitive hash index of the image
content and blinding factor which is used in the previous item. The procedure of its
construction will be discussed below.
•
Usage Item - a structure with information on who is able to use the digital asset. It
contains hash of the previous item, public key hash of the image user as well as
author's signature.
•
Ownership Change Item - an item appeared when transfer of copyright to the next
owner is needed. The structure is similar to the Usage Item but it contains next
owner's public key hash instead of user's one.
The chain of Authority, Image Index, Usage and Ownership Change items is shown on
Figure 3.
The next most usual use case of image copyright lifecycle is a process of sharing
photographer's photo with advertising agency. Let the photographer be Alice and the
advertising agency editor be Bob. Bob wants to use Alice's photo in his latest advertising
banner. When Alice is going to get some revenue for her photographing she performs the
following two-step publishing algorithm. Firstly, Alice calculates robust image feature
vector which will be described in details in the next section. Then she performs localitysensitive hashing of the image feature vector and signs it by her private key. After that
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Fig. 3. The chain of image copyright authority, index, usage and ownership change items.

Alice generates random integer so-called blinding factor and multiplies it with the
signature [10]. The resulted blind signature is added to the new Authority Item by Alice
and broadcasted to all blockchain nodes called miners. Each node after receiving the
Alice's item adds it to the other unprocessed items and tries to calculate the next block
with random nonce parameter and given difficulty. This is the step where the proof-ofwork algorithm is performed. When the next block is calculated by one of the nodes it is
broadcasted to the other nodes then verified and added to the end on the blockchain.
Alice is periodically checking blockchain to be sure if her Authority Item is
successfully added to the network by the sufficient number of nodes. Then she constructs
Image Index Item with LSH and blinding factor used in the Authority Item and broadcasts
it to the nodes. All nodes check across the blocks if received copyright data in the Image
Index is unique. As miners trying to calculate new blocks all the time the Image Index
Item will also be processed and added to the blockchain. From the moment when
Authority Item is added to the blockchain by the sufficient number of nodes it is
impossible for any member to steal the image copyright due to irreversibility of
blockchain. So from this point forward publishing of image copyright details is safe
because it can be verified that Alice is the real author of the image by blocks history
traversing.
When Bob plans to use photo he wants to be aware that its usage will not violate
anybody's copyrights. Bob calculates LSH and checks Image Index Items in the
blockchain in order to find the current copyright owner. When Alice's copyright is found
Bob pays to Alice some fees. Then Alice constructs new Usage Item for Bob and
publishes it in the blockchain. After verifying that Usage Item appeared in the network
Bob is able to use it legally. But after a while Charlie is interested in Alice's photo and
would like to be a new copyright owner. He pays the copyright price of the Alice's photo
and she publishes new Ownership Change Item using Charlie public key hash. Now
Charlie is a rightful owner of the image and all subsequent Usage Items will be signed by
him.
Let us note that we do not focus on how payments are implemented but they can also
be implemented by means of blockchain. There are practically implemented systems of
so-called smart contracts which allows to do so. One of the most popular is the Ethereum
blockchain [11]. In the current paper we will focus only on image copyrights managing
which can be easily integrated into the existing blockchain systems regardless of what
type of consensus algorithm they use. We use LSH of robust image feature vector as an
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image description used in the copyright. The details of both techniques are considered in
the next sections.
3. Robust image feature vector
In order to represent image content in such a way it can be easily added to the blockchain
we calculate image feature vector first. An image feature vector also known as a
perceptual image hash [5] is a compact representation of the image content and have to
satisfy the following properties.
• Robustness to the content-preserving modification like JPEG compression.
• Low computation complexity.
• Low collision probability with the feature vectors of another image contents
In order to meet the given requirements, we use Central finite differences (CFD) as a
fast and detailed image contents descriptor. We will show later that it has acceptable
robustness as well as content description detalization. CFD of the first order is function
{0, 1, …, nx}⨯{0, 1, …, ny} that is defined [12] as:
1
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1
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2
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In order to decrease the noise at CFD after content-preserving manipulations it is
proposed a convolution of the image luminance (I(x, y) | (x, y) ∈ {0, 1, …, nx}⨯{0, 1, …,
ny}) with a two-dimensional Gaussian-wise filter having pulse response:
1
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where σ2 characterizes the filtering parameter and n is the size of the Gaussian-wise
window. After the two-dimensional convolution h ** I we get
𝑛𝑛−1 𝑛𝑛−1
∑𝑗𝑗=0 ℎ(𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗)𝐼𝐼(𝑥𝑥 − 𝑖𝑖, 𝑦𝑦 − 𝑗𝑗).
𝐼𝐼̃(𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦) = ∑𝑖𝑖=0

(4)

The corresponding CFD's (δ̃x (x, y))x,y, (δ̃y (x, y))x,y are obtained as in (1)-(2) with
replacing I(x, y) by Ĩ(x, y). Let us define
𝛿𝛿̃(𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦) = �𝛿𝛿̃𝑥𝑥 (𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦)2 + 𝛿𝛿̃𝑦𝑦 (𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦)2
and let us consider the matrix G = [δ̃(x, y)]x, y (It is worth to note that the computation of
Ĩ(x, y) by (3) can be simplified when the CFD's are presented as a trivial convolution).
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The elements of the matrix G are changing slightly after content-preserving
manipulations but to be robust to image resizing it is needed to make this matrix be fixed
size. We decrease the size of this matrix by means of so called average downsampling
technique [13] with parameters s and t depending on original image size, corresponding
divisors of nx, ny, for horizontal and vertical directions: ∀(k, m) ∈ {1, …, nx/s}⨯{1, …,
ny/t} as follows
𝑑𝑑∆ (𝑘𝑘, 𝑚𝑚) =

1
��𝛿𝛿̃(𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗) | 𝑠𝑠(𝑚𝑚 − 1) < 𝑖𝑖 ≤ 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 & 𝑡𝑡(𝑘𝑘 − 1) < 𝑗𝑗 ≤ 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡�
𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠

We call matrix D = [d(k, m)]k,m the image feature matrix. Then, let us quantize the
values d(k, m) with some step Δ ∈ ℝ as
𝑑𝑑(𝑘𝑘,𝑚𝑚)
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where ⌊·⌋ is the floor map. For simplicity, we will present these values as a linear
array,
𝑛𝑛𝑥𝑥 𝑛𝑛𝑦𝑦

𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠
𝑑𝑑∆ = �𝑑𝑑∆ (𝑖𝑖)�𝑖𝑖=1

Resulting image feature vector d̃ Δ is robust to content-preserving manipulations and is
sensitive to different image content at the same time. The following condition has been
taken for image content equality rule
�𝐼𝐼(𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦)�𝑥𝑥,𝑦𝑦 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 �𝐼𝐼̃(𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦)�

𝑥𝑥,𝑦𝑦

𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 ⇔ 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 �𝑑𝑑̃∆ (𝑖𝑖) − 𝑑𝑑∆ (𝑖𝑖)� ≤ 1.
𝑖𝑖

(6)

Once image feature vector d̃ Δ calculated it can be published to the blockchain in
Image Index Item as an image content descriptor. However, it would be impractical to use
image feature directly in the blockchain. The reason is that the performance of checking
if there is a copyright for the given image in the ledger will be worsen. On the other hand,
there is a LSH technique allowing make the needed search fast and will be considered in
the next section.
4. Locality-Sensitive hashing and copyright retrieving
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Fig. 4. The scheme of image copyright descriptor calculation.

Locality-sensitive hashing is an algorithm of reducing the dimensionality of highdimensional data. Locality-sensitive hashing maps data in the way that similar items
hashed to the same buckets with high probability. In order to achieve reducing of input
data the number of bucket much be relatively small. Unlike cryptographic hash functions
the goal of LSH is to maximize the collision probability for similar data [14]. Localitysensitive hashing technique is widely used in the approximate or exact near neighbor
search [15]. Nevertheless, we propose to use locality-sensitive hashing to retrieve the
same image content even if it changed by content preserving operations like JPEG
compression, resizing and etc. We use locality-sensitive hashing scheme based on αstable distributions introduced by M. Datar et al. in [14].
In our scenario, an image feature vector is a point of L-dimensional space. Let us
denote it by 𝑑𝑑⃗, then locality-sensitive hashing functions are given as follows [14]
𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖 �𝑑𝑑⃗� = �

𝑑𝑑⃗ ∙ 𝑥𝑥⃗𝑖𝑖 + 𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖
𝑤𝑤

� , 𝑖𝑖 ∈ [0, 𝐾𝐾]

(7)

where ⌊·⌋ is a integer rounding operation, w ∈ ℝ is the previously chosen value,
bi ∈ ℝ is the randomly generated value, using uniform distribution such that
bi ∈ [-w/2, w/2]. 𝑥𝑥⃗ is the vector having the same dimensions as image feature vector 𝑑𝑑⃗
but with randomly chosen coordinates using one of the α-stable distributions, for example
Gaussian distribution N(0, 1).
Each locality-sensitive function fi maps input image feature vector 𝑑𝑑⃗ to the one
integer f(d(I)). Let (f : S → U) is a family of hashing functions fi where
i ∈ [0, K], K ∈ ℕ. Then, let define new family (g : S → U) where each gi is derived by
concatenation of randomly chosen functions fi from family 𝓕𝓕 as follows
𝒢𝒢 = ([𝑓𝑓1 (𝑑𝑑), 𝑓𝑓2 (𝑑𝑑), … , 𝑓𝑓𝑘𝑘 (𝑑𝑑)])1 < 𝑖𝑖 ≤ 𝐿𝐿, 𝑘𝑘 ∈ [0, 𝑡𝑡], 𝑡𝑡 ∈ ℕ

(8)

The family of functions 𝒢𝒢 is called locality-sensitive hashing because the more input
image feature vector is close to the other the more likely there will be a collision of one
or more hashes gi. It will be shown in the next section that the probability of collision is
increased with increasing the size of the family 𝒢𝒢. The scheme of image copyright
descriptor calculation is shown on Figure 4.
The resulting L locality sensitive hashes are used as copyrighted content details in the
Image Index Items and published to the blockchain along with link to the Authority Item.
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Fig. 5. Dependencies of copyright retrieving TNR and FPR against the number h of hash functions f in the
family 𝓕𝓕 for different JPEG compression quality Q and content modification area size a.

As honestly nodes are always in the consensus about already added blocks, then each of
them contains the same set of Image Index Items. Let each honest node use hash tables
[16] in order to store Image Index Items data on its local database. If the Image Index
Items are stored effectively by each node, then it is possible to retrieve the copyright
owner for the particular image in constant time O(L) using L hash tables in the most
cases. As it was mentioned before, image contents are assumed to be equal if there is at
least one collision in theirs LSHs. This means that duplicate image will be rejected by
miners even if there was some content-preserving modifications. In the next section the
effectiveness of the proposed scheme will be evaluated.
5. Experimental results
First of all, it is necessary to investigate the sensitivity of the copyright retrieving system
to content-preserving manipulations. We have chosen JPEG compression as the widely
used content-preserving manipulation for our experiments. We suppose that our
copyright retrieving algorithm is robust to such compression if there is at least one
collision of LSH hashes calculated before and after compression. We have selected 200
different 512⨯512 DI having varied content, textures and so forth. Then we compress
every of these images by means of JPEG with quality factor Q ∈ [0, 12] and added to the
testing image base.
The property of significant changing for another image content is another requirement
which was formulated for image feature vector. In other words, it is necessary to
minimize influence of other copyrights which could be possibly retrieved along with
needed. In order to verify such opportunity for the proposed blockchain system we
arranged the following experiment. It was selected a truly randomly square (a⨯a)-pixel
areas and inside of these areas it was chosen truly random luminance of pixels. The
number of these areas was taken at least 50 for each of the images and the number of
different typical images as 100. Images with slightly different content were added to the
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Fig. 6. Dependencies of copyright retrieving TNR and FPR against the length L of image feature vector for
different JPEG compression quality Q and content modification area size a.

Fig. 7. Dependencies of copyright retrieving TNR and FPR against the number t of randomly chosen hash
functions f concatenated to each of the LSH functions g for different JPEG compression quality Q
and content modification area size a.

testing base. It is assumed that two images have different content if there are no LSH
hash collisions.
In order to optimize parameters of the proposed system the following value ranges
were selected. For the number h of hash functions f in the family 𝓕𝓕 the values h ∈ [0,
3000] were chosen. The results of evaluation are presented at Figure 5, where the
dependencies of True Positive Rate (TPR) is shown as a function of parameter h
depending on JPEG compression quality factor Q and False Positive Rate (FPR)
depending on the content modification size a. The similar experiments were performed
for the other parameters: the length of image feature vector L ∈ [0, 800] on Figure 6, the
number t ∈ [0, 40] of hash functions f concatenated in each LSH function g on Figure 7
and the parameter w ∈ [0, 16] from (7) on Figure 8.
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Fig. 8. Dependencies of copyright retrieving TNR and FPR against the parameter w for different JPEG
compression quality Q and content modification area size a.

We can see on Figures 5-8 that the greater are w, L, 1/h, 1/t, the TPR tends to be close
to 1, i. e. the better copyright retrieving opportunity by given image content. However,
the FPR mostly has the inverse dependencies. Thus, the proposed system requires
optimizing its parameters. During experiments it was derived that the following
parameter values have good trade-off between retrieving ability and skipping the
copyrights with different contents: w = 7, b = 4, h = 320, L = 380.
6. Conclusion
The article introduces image copyrights blockchain based on robust image feature vector
and locality-sensitive hashing. The proposed block structure allows image author to
publish the image content descriptors without any risk of being stolen by other members
of the blockchain. This is achieved by the two-step copyright publishing algorithm.
Firstly, only Authority Item which contains blind signature of LSH is published. Then
Image Index Item with blinding factor as well as LSH hashes are published in the next
blocks.
The robust image feature vector calculation is based on image CFDs which are used
as an image content descriptor. CFDs have good content selective ability and can be
easily computed. In order to make copyright retrieving scheme scalable the LSH
algorithm is used to perform probabilistic search in the blockchain. The experiments
show that optimized LSH and image feature vector parameters give acceptable values of
FNR and keep TPR equal to 1.
The proposed image copyright blockchain algorithm can be easily integrated into
existing systems such as Ethereum. The goal of such integration would be the reduction
of expenses which is necessary for building up the network. Currently most of image
copyright ledgers belong to the small amount of trusted authorities. If the proposed
copyright ledger implemented, designers and photographers would never need to trust a
third-party in order to safe their image copyrights.
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